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Summary:
Bacteria test with LightLab UV chips
§ When & Where:
The tests were conducted during June 2020 by Eurofins
Laboratories, in Sweden.
§ Objective:
The objective with the tests were to evaluate the effect
on E.coli bacteria (Escherichia coli) on surfaces.
§ Method and equipment:
An UV box developed by LightLab using a reflective layer,
and six UV chips. The distance was 70 mm between the
UV chips and a UV transparent glass on which the object
to be disinfected was placed.

Conclusion:
Very effective in combating germs.
§ Result:
The test showed 99,9% (log3) reduction of E. coli in two
minutes and 99,9999% (log6) reduction in about four
minutes.
§ E. coli (Eco 35 ATCC 8739) inoculated on TSA plates were
effectively killed by illumination using the LightLab UV chips
in a UV Box designed for disinfection.
§ Bacterial Report: Eurofins AB. Doc no. PM 18/20, (date
2020-07-02)

About the technology

The technology
The basic principles behind PureFize
Light is created by generating an electron flow in a
nanostructured cold cathode.
The electrons are emitted by the cathode and strike the
inside of a lamp glass coated with light powder
(luminescent layer) and a very thin layer of aluminum,
creating light.
The properties of the light, e.g. wavelength, are controlled
entirely by the light powder. Red, yellow, green, blue and
ultraviolet light can be generated in this way.

The Result
A unique, totally mercury-free UVC light that provides the
perfect germicidal (wavelength) spectrum resulting in
more than twice the efficiency of UVC-LEDs. It destroys all
bacteria, viruses and other germs beyond repair. So called
tailing is eliminated which means 99.9999% germicidal
reduction can be reached within minutes or even seconds.
Very little heat is generated so no need for any thermal
management which allows for smooth integration into
chosen design.

The Beauty of LightLab Sweden’s UVC technology
Sustainable

The technology is totally mercury-free UVC light. Manufacturing does not include the use of any nonenvironmentally friendly material or substances. Any part of the light source can be scrapped just like
ordinary electronic waste.

Perfect germicidal spectrum

The technology generates the perfect germicidal wavelength peaking at 267 nm which is when germs
best absorbs UV light. This means that germicidal reduction can be reached within minutes or even
seconds*.

Twice the efficiency of UVC-LEDs
Given the energy needed, the technology is five times more efficient than conventional UVC-LED. In
addition, the increased efficiency avoids increased thermal heating often reoccurring in other
technologies when increasing power to compensate for poor energy efficiency.

No tailing

Given the perfect wavelength of the technology means that so called tailing is eliminated. With no
tailing all bacteria, viruses and other germs are destroyed beyond repair. It can rapidly reach up to
99.9999% germicidal reduction.
*) Depending on size of, and distance to object as well as the amount of contamination to be eradicated.

The Beauty of LightLab Sweden’s UVC technology
Freedom of design
Using UVC-LED, heat is often a reoccurring issue as the effectiveness drops if the light source becomes
hot. Using the technology, very little heat is generated so no need for any thermal management is
needed when integrating it into any product. Freedom of design.

Instant on/off
Some UVC-lights requires a warming up and cooling of time, where as LightLab Sweden’s technology
starts and stops instantly. This makes it suitable for applications that requires frequent or instant
disinfection.

Wide working temperature

The technology has a wide working temperature ranging from -20 to +100ºC. This makes it reliable as
outer conditions (hot or cold) or small confined areas does not jeopardize the result. You can be
ascertained that the item is disinfected.

Plug’n play

The Component kit comes with the light source and driver (optional) making it an easy integration. No
need to find and test a suitable driver or any additional component needed, just plug’n play.

Volume friendly and inexpensive
The technology is designed to be produced with high volume capacity. The relatively low investments
for setting up manufacturing at large scale provides low cost benefits.
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